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Valiani has introduced a new array of Interchangeable
cutting Heads for its entire line of computerized mat cutters.
Selected as the Art and Framing Industry Awards 2008
“Innovation of the Year”, these heads are retained and
positioned to the cutting head assembly by means of several
small, yet powerful magnets, which make locking fasteners
and hardware unnecessary. A specialized wedge-fork tool
is supplied that makes removal of each head easy, safe and
fast in under 20 seconds. Each tool head is color-coded and
numbered to help simplify recognition at a glance.
Combined with the unique Valiani interchangeable cutting
head system, all the Computerized Machines will greatly
expand your creativity – and your productivity. With up to 6
different heads: three different bevel cuts, two straight cuts
and a decoration tool, the user can easily change type of
cutting head/angle and materials. Cutting can be done from
either the front or rear mat surface, from thin foil mats on up to
5 mm(3/16”) thick foam board thanks Valiani innovation.
* INTERNATIONAL PATENT PENDING

Highlights:
Interchangeable Cutting Head System
Choice of 5 Optional head types for varied cutting
applications and one for embossing
Cutting heads can be changed safely and easily in under
20 seconds
45° Front or 45° Rear surface cutting for wider, more
dramatic bevel cuts
90° multilaterals cutting heads for mat board, cardboard,
and up to 5mm (3/16”) foam board
Fast, simple, economical 90° cutting for mat blanks,
backing materials, spacer strips, or mat openings
Embossing head for subtle decorative designs on the mat
surface: Fonts, clip art, custom accents
Best of all, the totally modular i-Series interchangeable
tool head system offers the flexibility to accommodate
matting materials and design concepts of the future.

www.valiani.com

Award Winning
Interchangeable Cutting Head System
One machine, numerous possibilities..... in just 20 seconds
Green 40° Front Bevel Cut

This is the standard bevel-cutting head that will ship with all machines. This head offers the greatest versatility
with regard to cut all standard openings, shapes, double mats, font details and overall utility. Excellent cut quality
from V-grooves and foil mats on up to 3.5 mm (8-ply) rag mat can be produced.

Red 45° Front Bevel Cut

The new 45° bevel head produces a wider, more dramatic bevel edge that many customers have become
accustomed to. This cutting head option works well on all mat types up to 3.5 mm (8-ply) rag in thickness, but is
somewhat limited in its ability to cut very fine detail and small radius curves.

Blue 45° Rear Surface Bevel Cut

It’s designed especially for cutting mat from the rear, or non-presentation side of the mat. Use this cutting head
option when a delicate surface mat may be damaged by one of the front surface bevel cutting heads, or when
cutting very thick or dense mats up to 4.4 mm (12-ply) rag in thickness. The 45° rear surface head can also be used
to cut foam board with a bevel up to 5mm (3/16 inches), which can facilitate the creation of thick mat spacers or
foam board deep-bevel fabric wraps.

Yellow 90° Multi Material

This tool head is developed especially for cutting foam board, softer, thicker foam-core materials and corrugated
cardboard up to 5 mm (3/16 inches) thick. Plastic (PVC) and hardboard (backing board) material can also be cut
from 2mm to 3 mm (0.078 to 0.118 inches) thick. It also uses a wide glide pad instead of a roller to avoid indentation
of the softer foam board surface.

White 90° Mat Board

For cutting either openings or sizing of mat board, up to 4.4mm (12 ply) thickness. Eliminates the sharp mat edges
that can be difficult to handle when sized with a sharp bevel cut.

Purple Embossing Tool

A unique embossing tool for creating subtle, yet distinctive mat decoration and accents. Any Shape or Corner
design, as well as fonts and clip art can be elegantly embossed into the mat surface. The embossing tool can also
be used to create scored creases on either side of a mat to help with folding mat board or cardboard for custom
boxes and other items.

Insert the wedge-fork tool. Remove the head.
Swap with the new head. New head in a few seconds.
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